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unimaginative Phoenician manner, Karti-hadasti; New
Town ; Carthago.
Entirely different is the story of the land-hungry colonial
expansion of the Greeks.
" There is an island that stretches along outside the
harbour, neither close to the Cyclopes' land nor very far away,
a wooded isle ; and in it are countless goats, running wild ;
for no tread of man restrains them, nor do huntsmen go there,
who suffer hardship in the wild woods and go among the
craggy hills. Nor is it held by flocks, nor by plough-land,
but always unploughed and unsown it lies virgin, and pastures
the bleating goats. For the Cyclopes have no red-cheeked
ships, nor are there carpenters among them to fashion them
oared vessels, that should do all this for them—to go to
the cities of men, as oft men go to each other, sailing over
the sea. They would have made that island a fair habitation ;
for it is no bad land, and would bear all crops in season.
There are soft well-watered meadows along the shores of
the grey sea, where vines would grow, never failing; and
level plough-land, where the crops would be deep at the time
of reaping, for there is richness in that soil, And there is a
splendid harbour where there is no need of cables nor of
casting anchor-stones, nor to make fast ropes from the stern ;
but one might ground his ship and wait until the sailors'
hearts bid them go and winds blow fair. And there is
excellent water at the head of the harbour—a spring in a
cave; and round it poplars grow. There we came to land,
and some god led us, through the dark night; for there was
thick darkness over us, and no moon showed, but it was hidden
in clouds; and no one sighted the island, nor did we see
the long waves rolling to the shore, until our good ships
ran aground. And having grounded them we took down all
the sails and disembarked ourselves, by the surf of the sea;
and there we lay down to sleep and awaited the bright
dawn." 1
Thus the shipwrecked sailor to his rescuers, about the
desert island he found j it is a striking reminder of the

